Testimonies of Our Saints
Hear it from our very own

“The HSP served as a golden opportunity to pursue my love for the humanities. It provided a unique SAJC experience, which was rigorous and challenging. I had greater opportunities for intellectual discourse and interaction. This was very inspiring and stimulating. I learned how to communicate my views effectively and think critically. There were hardly any boundaries or restrictions to the subject combinations I could take. Such flexibility enabled me to pursue subjects which I had great interest in.”
[Cheok Mey Zhi Sandra, HSP 2012, currently pursuing a law degree in Warwick University, UK]

“Being in the SSP class also gave me many opportunities to see Science-in-action. The group discussions that I often had with my peers deepened my knowledge and interest in Science. I wouldn’t have had a chance to go to Biopolis and A*STAR for the fun and meaningful zebra fish development biology workshop if I had not joined the SSP. These really gave me insights that I would never have had otherwise. If you are amazed by the wonders of science and research, and if you have a burning passion to become a scientist and researcher then you should really join the SSP as you will meet many scientists-in-the-making. You’ll also be surprised at how much potential you have!”
[Ho Yee Jia, SSP 2012, currently pursuing a degree in Economics in the University College London, UK]

“The enrichment activities organised as part of the TDP, such as the London Trip, helped broaden the lens through which I view and understand society, greatly aiding my study of the humanities. Being surrounded with like-minded individuals led to very interesting and enjoyable debates during and outside lessons, where classmates posed as formidable adversaries, passionately defending their stance on issues such as gender equality, racial and religious issues. This allowed us as a class to level up our knowledge on such highly contentious issues, crucial in the study of the humanities.”
[Jan Teo HSP 2014, Gold Medallist International Geography Olympiad 2013, currently awaiting A-Level results]

COME JOIN US!
We welcome students with excellent GCE O-Level results and passion for deep learning and research to apply.

Contact information: Mr Hu Ronglong | Email: hu_ronglong@moe.edu.sg
Ms Joanne Choy | Email: choy_hui_wen@moe.edu.sg

The full brochure on the TDP is found in http://www.standrewsjc.moe.edu.sg/publications/talent-development-programme
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The Talent Development Programme (TDP) began in St Andrew’s Junior College in 2011. Saints in the Talent Development Programme (TDP) are offered two specialised programmes that cater to students with very strong aptitudes for the sciences and humanities so they may pursue their areas of passion and develop to their fullest potential. These programmes are the Humanities Scholarship Programme (HSP) and Science Scholarship Programme (SSP). Saints in the Talent Development Programme (TDP) are empowered to learn, to lead and to serve. The TDP curriculum has been designed to equip them with a strong foundation that will enable them to confidently overcome obstacles and take on new challenges. In addition to the A-Level curriculum, the TDP curriculum comprises 21st century leadership competencies in developing exemplary character, holistic thinking, skilled communication and community building dispositions. Students in the TDP are provided opportunities that expose them to exciting and rigorous activities that complement their A-Level curriculum and are designed to prepare them for prestigious scholarships in both government and private sectors. All HSP and SSP students, for example, have the opportunity to study alongside their peers at one of our partner schools in China, England, Germany, Japan and Thailand. Being a part of this Saints Global Experience develops their global awareness and cross-cultural skills.
Servant Leadership Development

Student Leadership Residential Programme
Be a Servant Leader!
Experience a 2-week residential programme at St Andrew’s Hall where a specially designed leadership training programme will hone your leadership skills and competencies to nurture you as a Servant Leader.

Pre-University Seminar
Be a Youth Leader!
Participate in one of the most prominent national academic events of the year and interact with students from all Singapore’s post-secondary institutions to explore and dialogue on issues crucial to the development, security and future of Singapore.

Saints Model United Nations
Be a Visionary Leader!
Organize and participate in SAJC’s flagship Model United Nations conference as a country delegate and gain first-hand experience and global insight as you work to resolve world issues.

Chrysalis – St Andrew’s Student Leadership Summit
Be a Leader Among Leaders!
Lead student leaders from St Andrew’s Village, affiliated schools and across Singapore at a residential summit where dialogues, workshops and interaction with individuals who have made a difference to society provide opportunities to put servant leadership into practice.

Scholastic Talent Development

Critical Thinking Programme
Be a Great Thinker!
Acquire and develop critical thinking skills crucial to success at the A-Level and university through a specially designed thinking programme conducted by curriculum experts.

Scholarship Application Programme
Be a Scholar!
Enhance the possibility of winning a scholarship to a prestigious university of your choice through a personalised programme that covers how to apply to overseas universities, write effective personal statements and master selection interviews. Our Saints are in many prestigious universities both locally and around the world, including Oxford, Cambridge, Brown and Harvard.

Research Programme
Be a Knowledgeable Researcher!
Participate in research programmes with organisations like the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR), and challenge yourself through rigorous and meaningful research to make significant breakthroughs in different areas of scientific enquiry.

H3 Subjects
Be a Learned Scholar!
Pursue subjects you are passionate about and have an aptitude for at a higher level guided by lecturers from NUS, NTU and SMU or through independent research and study.

Global Experience

Overseas Community Involvement Programme
Be a Global Citizen!
Grow as a confident youth volunteer as you partner with NGOs to make the world a better place and contribute to the global community by venturing overseas to countries like Cambodia and Vietnam to offer help where it is needed.

Overseas Cultural Immersion Programme
Be a Cosmopolitan Saint!
Experience rich learning and cultural diversity with a myriad of overseas learning opportunities at SAJC’s partner schools in Thailand, Japan, China, Germany and the United Kingdom, and on trips to countries like Australia, Spain and the United States.